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Volume 54, Number 3, Sept. 1989 
HI BOREL SETS 
ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS, DAVID MARKER, AND RAMEZ L. SAMI 
?0. Introduction. The results in this paper were motivated by the following 
question of Sacks. Suppose T is a recursive theory with countably many countable 
models. What can you say about the least ordinal ot such that all models of T have 
Scott rank below ot? If Martin's conjecture is true for T then a < W * 2. 
Our goal was to look at this problem in a more abstract setting. Let E be a ZI 
equivalence relation on 'w with countably many classes each of which is Borel. 
What can you say about the least ot such that each equivalence class is 11?? This 
problem is closely related to the following question. Suppose X c cW is HI and 
Borel. What can you say about the least ot such that X is 11?? 
In ?1 we answer these questions in ZFC. In ?2 we give more informative answers 
under the added assumptions V = L or HI'-determinacy. The final section contains 
related results on the separation of H 1 sets by Borel sets. 
Our notation is standard. The reader may consult Moschovakis [5] for undefined 
terms. 
Some of these results were proved first by Sami and rediscovered by Kechris and 
Marker. 
?1. Borel H71-sets. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If X c wo1, let X = {Jo E WO: IWI E X}. If X is Hf we say that X 
is H1 in the codes. An ordinal a is a basis for subsets of co1 which are HI in the codes 
iff whenever X cc w1, X # 0 and X is H', there is /3 E X such that /3 < ox. We let yT 
be the least such ordinal. 
In [1] Kechris showed that, assuming PD, T2n+1 = 2n+i for n ? 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. If X c Wco is HI and Borel, then X is H7 for some /3 < y. 
PROOF. Let F be a recursive function such that x E X if and only if f(x) E WO. For 
a) <wo let X, = {x E X: If(x)l < a}. Since X is Borel, f(X) is a I1 subset of WO. 
Thus there is , < wo such that X = X,. Let Z= {w E WO: Vx E XIf(x)I < IwI}. 
Then Z is H , so there is w E Z such that w = Iwi < y. Thus X is Wadge reducible to 
WO,, but by Stern [9] WOQ is 2: Hence since y2 is closed under ordinal addition X 
is Hp for some / < D2 Cl 
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We will next see that y' is the least such ordinal. Suppose X is a nonempty 
bounded initial segment of w1 and X is Z. There is a tree 9- on w x w1 such that 
X = {xe~k c:]f:<-+wKx,f>e [9]}. For a <w(1 and xewcw, let Y-= {z:n 
a: n e w) and <x I n, z> e 9-}. Then there is a recursive function f such that if w 
e WO and xe 'on, then f (w, x) is a code for S-I' and x e X iff ]w e WO f(w, x) 
WF. Let R c x w1 x wow be defined by R(oc, B, x) if and only if lI .4c /3 A Va 
e CZ< (wIGI # /3. Then x e X <H ]ca, / < wl Rc(a, /3, x). Let R* e H1 and R** e Z1 be 
such that for u, v e WO and x e WoW 
R*(u, v, x) .: R**(u, v, x) ,:->R(l ul, I v , x). 
Let 
A(v, w', w) < w, w', v e WO A IWi = IW'I A ]nO, n1 R*(vlno, vlnl, w') 
A VV'(IV'l < lvi --> Vw*(Iw* I = Iwi --Vno, n, - R**(v'lno, vrinl, w*))). 
Then A is H11. 
For all a c X we can find = /,u 3w e WOI - I= a A 9T WF. Let wa be chosen 
such that - ? WF. Let ya = uyTR(3,yT, w.) and let (3a = sup{/3 + 1, ya + 1} Then 
A = U {(v,w',w): IWI = a A IVi = I a A IWI = IW'I A R(3, T,y,w')}. 
aceX 
Since X is bounded, A is a countable union of Borel set and hence Borel. 
For all a e X there are V and w' such that {w: A(v, w', w)} = {w e WO: Iwi = a}. 
Thus, for all a e X, A has Borel rank greater than or equal to a. 
LEMMA 1.3 (STERN [9]). Suppose a = aoA. Then {x: x e WO, Ix < a} is V. and 
{x e WO: IxI < a} is not I.+ 1. In particular, {x e WO: IxI = a} is not 1.0 
THEOREM 1.4. 71 = sup {a: 3X c %w X is HI, Borel and a is the least ordinal such 
that X is H?}. 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 1.2 we need only show that if ( <y 2, there is a HI Borel 
set A which is not HO. 
Let X cc w1 be nonempty, bounded and Z2 in the codes such that, for all a < (, a 
e X. Let X* = {I#: 3 Ce X Vy < C y G X A /3 < woJ}. There is a recursive f such that if 
x e WO, then f(x) e WO and If(x)l = WIXI. Thus X* = {w e WO: ]v e X Vn e w 
v I n e X A IwI < If(v)I}. Then X* is a proper initial segment of w1 containing wo 
which is E2 in the codes. By the above construction we can find a H11 Borel set A 
which has {w e WO: iwi = ao} as a section. By Lemma 1.3, A is not Ho, Fii 
COROLLARY 1.5. For all a < yl there is a E1 equivalence relation with countably 
many classes such that each class is Borel but at least one class is not HI. 
PROOF. Let A be H1 and Borel but not +2. Let IF: A -> w1 be a HIl-norm. Since 
A is Borel, there is ( < 1 such that Vx e A IF(x) < (. Define an equivalence relation 
xEy '(x 0 A A y f A) v 'P(x) = P(y). 
If each E class is H7, then A would be X'+1, a contradiction. D 
If E is a Zl equivalence relation with countably many equivalence classes each of 
which is Borel, then there is oc < vl such that all E-classes are HI?. In fact the 
following stronger theorem is true. 
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THEOREM 1.6 [6]. If E is a Z equivalence relation with Borel equivalence classes 
and there is a bound on the ranks of the classes, then there is oc < y2 such that every E 
class is HI. 
PROOF. Let f be a recursive function such that xEy 4f (x, y) 0 WO. For q < wj, 
say 
xEy H --i7 (f (x, y) e WO A f (x, y) < q). 
Then E = n<a) Et,. For any x, since {y: yEx} is Borel, by boundedness we can find 
a y_, < wo1 such that Vy xty --> x4,,cy, so xEy xE,,y. If each E class is HI, then for 
each ,B and x we can separate {y: xEy} from {y: x4fy} by a HI set. On the other hand 
if for all ,B we can separate {y: xEy} from {y: xJ#y} by a HI set, then since eventually 
{y: xEy} = {y: xEry}, {y: xEy} is H7. 
Suppose v, w e WO. Since {y: yEx} is Zl(x) and {y: y4I$,x} is al(x, w), if they can 
be separated by a IHf I set, by Louveau's separation theorem [3] they can be 
separated by a 170, set with code hyperarithmetic in <v, w, x>. 
Thus if Z = {w e WO: every E class is IHI}, then 
w e Z < - w e WO A VX, V(V e WO -+ ]Z <hyp <x, v, w> z is a H1wl-code 
A Vy((xEy -+ y e B(z)) A (xt1Ivy > Y - B(z)))), 
where B(z) is the Borel set coded by z. Since the quantifier ]z <hyp <x, v, w> is really 
universal, Z is M1. Thus there is w e Z with IWI < v. 
Question. Suppose G is a Polish group acting on cw with countably many orbits. 
What can we say about the least oc such that every orbit is 11?? By results of Sami [7], 
0C < 2 
?2. Bounds on y. 
LEMMA 2.1. 31 < y2 
PROOF. If X = {oc: oc < 2}, then X = {y E WO: ]X CLA1 x X WO A xI =IyI}. 
Since X is Z2, there is 3 E o1 - X such that < 3 < y . 
THEOREM 2.2 [5]. If V = L, then y2 =1 
PROOF. If V = L, then a 3 is a basis for Z . Thus every nonempty HI set contains a 
zl member. So A ? 3< 
Suppose y e WO is 31. Say y(n) = m - -] r A(r, <n, m>) and y(n) # m ]r 
B(r, <n, m>), where A and B are HM. Then 
x = y - - ]rVn, m((x(n) = m -+ A(rn, <n, m>)) A (x(n) # m -+ B(r,, <n, m>))). 
Thus x = y 4 ]r C(r, x), where C is H1 and x is recursive in every element of C. 
Let Z = {z E WO: LIZI l= KP A ]r, x E LIZI(r, x) E C}. Since V = L, Z is non- 
empty. Thus 
Z' ={z e WO: Vx e LIZI(x e WO --> IxI < IzI) A ir, x - LIZ((r, x) e C)}-Z # 0. 
But "x e L Izi is A1 and if r, x Iz L then r x<hypZO 
z e Z' Vx((x e LzI A X e WO) - IX < IZI) A ]r, x <hypZ (r,x) C. 
So Z' is H'. Thus there is z e Z' such that Izi < y2 and y e L1Zl. Thus IYI < IzI < y2. 
D- 
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We will see that under the assumption of H1-determinacy y' is quite large in L but 
much smaller than 6 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose, for all 4 < yl, 2 L < . Then, for all 4 < yl, NL < y . 
PROOF. Pick 4 < y . Let X c w1 be a bounded initial segment of w1 containing 4 
which is Z2 in the codes. 
Suppose (co, E) is a transitive, well founded model of KP + V = L. If w E WO and 
f: dom(w) -c w we say that f is a w-chain in (wo, E) if and only if for all n E dom(w) if 
f(n) = m, then (w, E) " m =lwinl" 
Claim. For all o < y , = SUp {I E): (), E) is a transitive, well founded model of 
KP + V = L, c < On(w), E) and (co, E) I= Na exists}. 
(?) Clear since, for some /3, (c), E) - (Lae). 
(?) Let (co, E) - (LL+1, E); then NCo E) = NL . This is possible since ot + 1 < y 2 yso 
(t)L+ 1 < NJ1 
Let Z = {v E WO: ]E, f, w, g(w, E) is a transitive well founded model of KP + 
V = L, w E X, f: dom(w) + o is a w-chain for (a), E) and g: dom(v) -> {m Ec w: ]n 
E dom(w) (w, E) # "m is an ordinal and m < f(n)"} is order preserving}. Then Z is Z2 
and Z = {v E WO: 36 E X IvI < NL . Let z E WO - Z be such that Izi < y2. Then 
NL <F- C 
COROLLARY 2.4. (VXLjx] < N1)NL = 
PROOF. N1 is inaccessible in L. Thus N = Aft. So NL?1 <N J. 
On the other hand, y2 will always behave reasonably well in L. 
THEOREM 2.4. y is definable in L and cfL(y ) = O. 
PROOF. In [2] Kechris and Moschovakis show that every subset of W1 which is H2 
in the codes is constructible. In fact if U c co x R is an w-universal HI set and U 
- {(n, x): x e WO A Vy E WO IlI = lxi (n, y) E U}, then Y = {(n, a) E Cl) x wo1: ]x 
E WO OC = lXi A (n, x) E U} is constructible. Thus in L we can define <K;n:  E co> E L, 
where 
To Va <wc(n,x) Y, 
-n least o (n, o) e Y otherwise. 
Then y2 = sup,;n. [We thank the referee for pointing out this simple argument.] 
COROLLARY 2.5 (H1-AD). y is less than the first Silver indescernible, so y < 6. 
?3. A separation theorem for H 1-sets. We assume projective determinacy. Let 
U be an w-universal H + 1 set. Let qp: U '_'6In+ 1 be a H n+ 1-norm. Let A and B 
be disjoint H2n+ 1 sets, and let eo, el Ec w be such that A = {x: (e0, x) E U} and B 
= {x:(e1,x)e U}. For Q < 62n+1, let A, = {x: p(eo,x) < q} and Bt, = {x: p(el,x) 
< 1}- 
The following is a generalization of a weak version of a theorem of Stern [10]. 
THEOREM 3. 1. Suppose, for all rq < ', + 1, AQ and Bt are ?-separable. Then A and 
B are H7g-separable. 
The proof uses the analysis of certain Wadge-like games from [8]. If X0 r- X1 
- Yo r Y1 = 0, consider the game G(<Xo, X1 >, < Y0, Y1 >) where if I plays ot E WOW) 
and II plays ww Cc ,then II wins if and only if ot E X0 -+ f -E Y0 and oEX1 - , fE Y1. 
We write <X0, X, > < < Y0, Y, > if and only if II has a winning strategy. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume all Xi and Y. are projective. If <X0,X1> <KYO, Y1>, then 
<Y0, Y1> < <X1,XO>. 
PROOF. By PD, I has a winning strategy a in G(<Xo, X1 >, < Y0, Y1 >). Suppose II 
plays G(< YO, Y1 >, <X1, X0 >) using a (and ignoring I's last move). If I plays o and II 
plays /3, then I wins G(<Xo, X1 >, < Y0, Y1 >) on the play /3, ox. So either /3 e X0 and o 
0 YO or / eX1 and a X Y1. Thus ace YO > B- eX1 and ace Y1 e X0. So this is a 
winning strategy for II in G(< Y0, Y1 >, <X1, X0 >). ?l 
LEMMA 3.3. Let W be any Wadge class. If <X0,X1> < <YO, Y1> and YO, Y1 can be 
separated by some D e W, then XO and X1 can be separated by some D E W'. 
PROOF. Let D be the inverse image of D under the winning strategy. El 
LEMMA 3.4. If X0 and X1 are projective and C is complete Ho, then <X0, X1> 
< <KC- C> if and only if XO and X1 are 1Hz-separable. 
PROOF. (=I) Clear by 3.3. 
(a) Let D e Ho separate X0 and X1. Then D is Lipschitz reducible to C. II can win 
G(<Xo, X1>, <C, mC>) by playing the winning strategy in the Lipschitz game. LI 
PROOF OF 3.1. Suppose A and B are not H7 O-separable. Then <A, B> i <KC, - C>, 
where C is complete H70. Thus, by 3.2, <K- C, C> < <A, B>. Let a be II's strategy in 
G(<K- C, C>, <A, B>) and let fa be the continuous function it determines. Then 
f(-7 C) = A and f (C) c B. Since f (-i C) and f (C) are 2 1 sets, by boundedness there 
is t < 6'+1 such that f(-i C) C At and f(C) C B,,. Thus, using a, II also wins 
G(<K- C, C>, <At,, By,>). So <K- C, C> < <At,, Bt,>. Since At, and B,, are 1HpO-separable, 
<A? ,B, > < <KCjC>. But then <K-C,C> < <KCjC>. But then -iC is Lipschitz 
reducible to C, a contradiction. El 
This proof also works if we replace Ho by a Wadge class of A ' + 1 sets containing 
a complete set. 
Question. Suppose X and Y are disjoint Z2+2 sets, A and B are 12n+1 sets such 
that 7c(A) = X and 7c(B) = Y and, for q <2 an11 X,1 = 7i(A,,) and Y1 = (B7). 
Suppose, for all a, X,, and Y,1 can be separated by a Ho set. Can X and Y be separated 
by a H1-set? Stern [10] showed the answer is yes if n = 0 (using the weaker 
assumption VxN'Ix] < J). 
COROLLARY 3.5. If A and B are Borel separable HI2n1 sets, then A and B can be 
separated by a HO set for some o < y 2 
PROOF. Let Z = {w E WO: A and B are HI71 -separable}. Then 
C-Z tV1 < 2n+1 (iz(z is a 170-code A Vx(x e A x->xeB(z)) 
A Vy(y E B-, y 0 B(z)))), 
where B(z) denotes the Borel set coded by z. By Louveau and Saint Raymond ([3] 
and [4]), At and B,, are HI71-separable if and only if for any (e, s) E U with p(e, s) = q7 
there is a H?-1 set separating At and B, with code in ~2n+(w,s). Thus 
w e Z * Ve, s((e, s) e U 
+]z e A'2n + 1(ws)(z is a H170 -code A Vx(Tp(eO, x) < q(pe, s) x E B(z)) 
A Vy((p(e1, y) < (p(e, s)) - y 0 B(z))). 
Thus Z is HI2n+2. 
The next result shows this is best possible. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. For each oc < Y 2n + 2 there are I21n+l sets A and B which are Borel 
separable but not separable by a H' set. 
PROOF. As in 1.4 we can find a bounded initial segment X of N, containing wt)" 
such that X is l2n+2 and if U is a universal 1n + 1 set and IF: U --> + + 1 is a HIn+I 
norm, we can find a 1 + A C U x X x X such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) If A(v,w',w), then IwI = Iw'I. 
(ii) For all w e X there is a unique v such that for some w', w" 
IW'I = IW"I = IWi A A(v,w',w"). 
(iii) If A(v, w', w) and Iw"I = Iwi, then A(v, w', w"). 
Let B(v, w', w) , A(v,W', W') A Iwi # Iw'I. Then B is H2n+i and A r- B = 0. Let 
C = {(v, w', w): I w'I = I w I e X }. Then since X is bounded, C is Borel. Clearly A C C 
and B r- C = 0, so A and B are Borel separable. But if D separates A and B, then 
{z e WO: IzI = o,)w} is a section of D. Thus D is not H7.0. C 
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